SAND MANAGEMENT APPROACH FOR A FIELD WITH HIGH VISCOSITY OIL
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Oil production from weakly consolidated sandstone wasn’t needed for decades, but as the time goes on, traditional oil reserves deplete and possibility of these reserves being produced is growing up. In the case of high viscosity oil, located in such reservoir, problem gets even worse. Traditional sand control methods cause lower production rates, thus, making production not profitable enough. In the industry there was need for new approach and it appeared – sand management. Sand management is a risky business, but it allows some reservoirs to be produced with good enough profit. But with right amount of preparations risk can be minimized and production becomes more likely. One of the most promising instruments of sand management is chemical treatment with UTTA. It allows to sand particles and fines to be held in the reservoir so they won’t cause so much erosion and won’t plug pore throats and filtration channels.
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INTRODUCTION

Amount of high viscosity oil, located in weakly consolidated sandstone is estimated at around 600 millions of ton, which is equal to 9.4% of total high viscosity oil reserves in Russia. Producing high viscosity oil from weakly consolidated sandstone is associated with heavy consequences for reservoir and for surface and subsurface equipment. Most problems are being caused by sand influx into the well, which leads to equipment erosion, bottom-hole collapses and may result in well control incident. A lot of researches were made for accompanying of this problem – petrophysical, rheological and hydromechanical papers give wide performance about it (Hall, 1970; Naveed, 2009; Ivšinović, 2018; Vieira and Jureszik, 2019).

APPROACHES FOR SAND PRODUCTION

First approach is sand control methods. Their purpose is to minimize sand influx into the well, thus solving the problem at the very beginning. Here are we have gravel packing, screens, chemical consolidation, slotted liners and other special filters. The drawback of all this methods is significant permeability decrease (Lakshmi, 2000). In the case of high viscosity oil, which production rate is already lowered by rheological properties, permeability decrease may result in non profitable production rates. Traditional Russian approach implies minimization of extracted sand while producing oil from weakly consolidated sandstone by using filters, chemical consolidation of near-wellbore zone, gravel packs, screens and other technologies. Nevertheless there are many papers suggesting a new approach – sand control management (King, 2009; Kuncoro, 2001; Tronvoll, 2001; Voronkova et al., 2019; Xavier et al., 2019).

Sand control management is all about monitoring of production and making targeted solutions to maintain stable zone in reservoir. The key point of sand control management is that it allows some volumes of sand to be produced from reservoir and not preventing it completely, as in traditional approach. Sand management practice also shows good results in both economical and technical terms through controlled sand production instead of total exclusion (Andrews, 2005). It’s obvious that sand management also has some drawbacks, as shown in work (Dusseault, 2000):

1. Massive erosion
2. Need for sand removal and separation is much higher.
3. Potential risk of well control incident
4. Sand monitoring techniques and hardware

On the other side, sand management has huge benefit in well’s productivity and in reduction of completion cost (Dusseault, 2000). For example, as consequence of implementing sand management to Statfjord oilfield was 2 million barrels increase in oil production and 4 millions to Gullfaks for the same amount of time (Andrews, 2005). That was the case of not viscous oil. As for high viscosity oil (with viscosity > 20 mPa*s), sand volumes grow dramatically, so sand management in this case is difficult to apply (Figure 1).

Sand management is also inappropriate if porosity is lower than 20 %, because porosity correlates with sand cementation. Thus, porosity lower than 20 % means that sand is well cemented and sand management isn’t necessary.

Key process to enhance oil recovery from such reservoirs is to solve suffusion problem and also sand-influx from near-wellbore zone, because both these problems
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may cause some significant incidents (Ke, 2016; Goloshchapova, 2018; Rahman, 2017). If there is high viscosity oil in the reservoir, problem gets even worse, because hydrodynamic force of such oil is much higher than of traditional one, so it’s much easier for it to capture sand grains (fines) and pull them out of reservoir (Zheng, 2019).

DIVINATION ON SAND PRODUCTION

First of all, if we found out, that we have oilfield in weakly consolidated sandstone, we have to predict sand production volumes or make some models to ensure that we won’t have collapses in reservoir.

There are many factors that lead to reservoir failures and sandstone weakening - drilling operations, cyclic effects of shut-in and start-up, operational conditions, reservoir pressure depletion, and strength-weakening effect of water and others (Rahmati, 2012). High pressure gradient due to fluid flow also facilitates the detachment of sand particles. In addition, fluid flow is responsible for the transport and production of cohesionless sand particles or detached sand clumps to the wellbore. Sand production depends on many factors, such as stress redistribution around the wellbore, properties of the rock and fluids in the reservoir, and the completion type.

To predict all the points that need to be investigated, it is highly recommended to get as many core samples as possible (considering costs) to get full representation of reservoir properties and conditions (Rahmati, 2012). After gathering all the samples, it is likely to send them to laboratory to get data out of them. Then some other methods can be used (sound logging, log property mapping, finite element method analysis etc.).

There are 3 main ways to predict sand production:

1. Laboratory tests, but they are mostly useless and only help if you want to know the onset of sand production. They are also restricted by the observation area, which is diameter of the well in the case of core samples and it’s too small to make right and reliable predictions.

2. Analytical models can also predict the onset of sand production and then can be used to capture the mechanism of sanding under simple conditions (which oil reservoirs isn’t). Due to their simplicity, these methods may be used to get approximate representation in-situ.

3. Numerical models are the most useful due to their complexity and ability to predict many factors – volumes of sand production, sanding onset, permeability decrease and etc. Drawback is the complexity of implementation because they need high computing powers to work stable.

After studying all the models we choose whether or not we should use sand management methods. In most cases it’s likely to use them, because implementing of sand production management may result in 36% oil flow rate increase (King, 2009). This information is quite optimistic, but there are no confirmations of such increases on other oilfields. On the other hand, there is a work that alters previous statement by saying that any kind of sand control or management leads to lowering production rates, but there are no signs of data from production sites (Matanovic, 2012).

In the case of weakly consolidated sandstones, there is some cementing material in the reservoir, so production might start without sand-influx at the first time. As the time goes on, some sand is being produced from wellbore zone, which due to rock dilation leads to porosity increase from 30 to 40% and furthermore – 3 fold permeability increase due to increased porosity, but this is only for bottomhole zone. In fact, permeability might even decrease due to disaggregation of sand in the reservoir, plugging of the pore space and sand deposition (King, 2009). So it’s more likely to let these newly formed cracks to be there and provide good production rates for the well. This means that any kind of filter, screen, chemical consolidation operations will:

1. Not let these cracks to form
2. Decrease permeability on the side of the well

All of the above means, that to support high production rates there are must be some natural filtration, that won’t let too much sand-influx into the well.

INVESTIGATION OF THE MICROPROCESSES IN THE RESERVOIR

During the experiments with perforated casings, some researchers mentioned that flowing process near these perforations is conjugated with forming of “archs”. These structures work as a natural filter, not letting mass suffusion process to occur.

Process of arch’s forming is connected with the pressure from flow and natural packing of sand particles near perforation holes (King, 2009). There is contradiction between some authors, because some of them state that arch’s are stable due to capillary forces, when sand grains are wetted by water and others state that it’s pos-
sible due to pressure from fluid that’s flowing between cracks and pores in the reservoir (Matanovic, 2012). The second one is more likely to be true, because there are some evidences (King, 2009; Kuncoro, 2001) that archs are forming and deforming depending on the fluid flow pressure in the reservoir. Even air can support high enough pressure flow to sustain arch’s stability (Hall, 1970). Arch’s stability also depends on the grains form, size and distribution in the reservoir. There is a research that recommends using uniform, rounded quartz sand with narrower perforation holes in casing to ensure better sustainability conditions for archs. That is obvious due to necessity of filter cake in the form of arch to be near perforation hole. Size of these arch’s is a function of production rate, and there is straight line dependency – with increase in production rate grows size of arch. Thus, with the size of an arch grows intergranular distance and permeability increases.

Increased intergranular distance leads to a massive problem – fines migration. Fines are small particles with diameter ranging from 0.1 to 30 microns. With increased intergranular distance it is more likely for fines to influx the well, which will cause stress redistribution and reservoir failure in the future (Christianti, 2011).

Fines migration causes such problems as:
1. Productivity impairment due to plugging of proppant pack;
2. Screen erosion, hence loss of sand control;

Fines migration process is triggered by:
1. Fluid velocity;
2. Wettability alteration;
3. Change of pH in reservoir (normal pH value is >4 and <7);
4. Matrix acidizing;
5. Temperature.

Fines, that create filter cake cause permeability reduction on the order of 15 to 30% following throughput of only 100 pore volumes of liquid at high velocity, according to laboratory experiments (Gruesbeck, 1982). As in the case of the formation of arched structures, brief reversal of flow after continuous production causes re-establishment of original permeability, then resulting in decline in permeability again. This process is caused by dislodging of plug deposits followed by redeposition of fines once again. This method can be used to quickly check rather production drop is caused by fines plugging filter or not.

Fluid velocity is the key point that triggers fines migration process. There is a critical velocity (flow rate), below which entrainment of fines may not happen, if fluid is one-phased. In the presence of two phase flow, fines tend to migrate because fines are normally water wet and water ingress into the reservoir will cause fines migration process easier. Turbulence in multiphase flow will make this problem more severe and the critical velocity is usually smaller in two phase flow (Xiao, 2017). Increase in flow rate results in stronger entrainment of fines and results in straight-line dependency of amount of fines dragged by fluid from fluid’s velocity (Gruesbeck, 1982).

**PROPOSALS FOR SUSTAINABLE SAND PRODUCTION**

So, effective way to increase oil recovery ratio and to do it efficiently (in economical terms) is to solve fines migration problem without using filters, screens and other sand control methods. After solving this problem, some measures can be taken with sand production.

There are some possible solutions to preserve fines migration problem:
1. Injection of organosilane-polymeric chemical compositions
2. Using retarded HF systems
3. Pore throat enlargement
4. UTTA (ultra-thin trackifying agent)

Main effect of organosilane systems is increasing adhesion force in reservoir, it may result in fines being hold in by rock, thus, not letting them to invade near-wellbore zone (Christianti, 2011). In the studies made by Schlum
Traditional approach for oil production from sandstone is all about filters and chemical consolidation, whose main problem is permeability lowering in near-wellbore zone. Thus, production becomes not commercially viable. To increase profitability from production in these conditions industry needed a new approach — sand management methods.

These methods contribute to saving natural filtration parameters of reservoir (porosity, permeability etc.) and furthermore increasing production rates. Presently, there are no standard methodology for sand management usage, but there are some articles in journals about this problem that suggest bits of useful information. Main elements that worth mentioning are:

1. Individual approach for each well
2. There are need for thorough research with core samples, laboratory studies, modeling with computer powers.
3. Accounting of oil’s enthraling properties
4. Complex analysis of near-wellbore zone to forecast local breakout points, breakdown possibility of borehole zone,
5. Accounting of lesser sand particles and fines for filters, screens and other sand control techniques.

There is not that much researches about archs properties and fluid’s enthraling force measurements. Most of experiments were made just to see these structures and to check whether or not there are any special moments that should be investigated in the future(Goloshchapo-va, 2018; Ermakova, 2016). There is a publication with a big amount of experiments (Musaed, 1999), but they are not viable in Russian conditions (and most of others) due to very high porosity (around 45%) and a very low viscosity (1.05 cp) in this series, so there is necessity of new experiments with more viscous oil and less porous rock. Their conclusion is impossibility of sand production control via controlling flow rate (because flow rate affects drag force of the flow), but drag force also depends on viscosity, so the key point is to find a balance between flow rate and viscosity to decrease drag force as much as possible.

CONCLUSION

High viscosity oil production from weakly consolidated sandstone is tightly connected with two moments:

1. Pore throat plugging (also actual for filter throats plugging)
2. Equipment breakdowns, natural flow stopping, well control accidents etc.

Figure 3: Relationship between critical flow rate and confining pressure (Musaed, 1999)
Major problem of sand management is sand fines production with oil. They aren’t only causing massive erosion for equipment, but they also plug many filtration channels in the reservoir and near-wellbore zone, thus, decreasing production rate. One of the most usable treatments to solve this problem is UTTA injection in the reservoir. There are no publications with chemical formula or any other useful information about its properties or pros and cons, but it’s seen as one of the most perspective methods to solve this problem completely.
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Figure 4: Relationship between cumulative sand production and confining pressure (Musaed, 1999)


